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ED’S UP

Point and shoot
What’s your magic direction?
I MIGHT get shot for writing
this, but here goes... Magicians need to stop looking
to the past and focus on the
future.
Ooh, that felt good writing that. What
do I mean?
I worry that magicians are too caught
up with learning the classics, too tied
to the past, to keep up with modern
audiences.
Magic is about wow, mystery, the
feeling that anything is possible. It’s
entertainment. And yet the golden
rule of never repeating a trick seems
to be forgotten when we wheel out
the classic tricks, time and time again.
Cups and balls, linking rings... they all
deserve to be learnt... they are proving
grounds, teaching misdirection,
direction, showmanship and other
invaluable magical skills.
But we need to move on to new
material if we’re really to connect with
today’s audiences.
I’ll shut up now before the magic
historians make me watch 1001
versions of the cups and balls to try to
make me change my mind. Zzzzz.
[NB: As ever, you are very much

allowed to disagree with me. I’m often
wrong!]
This magazine is packed with
magical madness.
I talk to cover star Magical Bones,
who sets himself apart from the
crowd by combining street dance with
magic. Backflip, anyone? (That’s a
joke. Please don’t try this at home.)
David Copperfield. Yup, him. We
interview the Vegas star on his
famous Laser Cutting illusion... a
great way to celebrate 100 years
since the first woman was sawn in
half in the name of entertainment.
We’ve got tricks from Ian Adair and
Chris Wardle, who details something
he taught at J Day 2020, and a
delightful mechanical bill switch from
guest contributor Jeff Prace.
Ian Adair’s trick is well worth a look.
Simple, cheap to make, but really
effective.
I’ve got lots of magical goals this year.
What are you hoping to achieve?
What’s the plan for the year? Break it
down further. What’s the plan for the
term, the month, the week, the day?
Set a path and off you go. Forwards.
> William Spencer - editor
editor@youngmagiciansclub.co.uk
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News, news, news...
Trying to do live news stories in a
magazine that comes out every two
months is nigh on impossible.
Far better to check out MagicWeek.
co.uk every Saturday to get the latest
news, see the latest events and watch
some vintage clips from the past.
It’s great. And it’s free.

Old, old, old...
Every struggled to find out which book
contains info on a particular trick?
German card whizz Denis Behr has
created the Conjuring Archive to solve
the problem.
It’s an index of every trick in every
book. Search for what you want and off
you go. Plus there are some hilarious
hidden Easter Eggs (surprises) when
you search for something that doesn’t
appear. Try searching for Secrets
Magazine for example.

The Workshop Team
Alexander Crawford
Sarah Stott
For YMC information, workshops, etc.,
contact info@youngmagiciansclub.co.uk
© 2021 The Young Magicians Club.
All Rights Reserved.
Opinions expressed may not always reflect those of the
editorial team, The Young Magicians Club team or The
Magic Circle Council.
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FLIPPIN’

DECK

BGT finalist Magical
Bones, AKA Richard
Essien, reveals how he
invented his most
famous trick and
shows how to make
your magic different.
William: You talk about Henry Box Brown
being an inspiration to you. But are you
aware how inspirational you are to young
magicians?
Bones: I get messages on social media
- on Facebook and Instagram - where
young magicians say that they’re really
inspired by my performances and they
want to create magic. And they ask me
what effects work well and how they can
improve their magic.
So I hope that’s my key to champion and
encourage future magicians.
How important is storytelling in magic to
you?
Magic happens in people’s minds. They
want to be taken on a journey. It’s very
important to me. That’s what really helps
really make an effect really powerful.
It’s got good meaning, a good story and

narrative behind it.
How do you do find stories?
It’s just finding out what inspires you
and moves you. I’m very much into
reading about the things going on in the
world at the moment. Storytelling comes
from just reading and being observant
about what’s going on.
What got you started and who were your
role models?
We used to hang out at Davs
(Davenports) and my role model was
Mr Weeks, David Weeks, he was my
drama teacher. He was the first person
that really introduced me to magic on a
professional scale.
My mum bought me a Paul Daniels
magic set. Then I’d borrow books from
the library. I was introduced to Bobo and

Expert Card Technique by Mr Weeks.
That had a big influence on me.
Also magicians I’ve met over the years.
Like Sergio Barras I watched him
perform every day in Covent Garden...
Quite an inspiration. He gave me
courage to come out and perform on the
street. Just seeing other performers take
risks can inspire you. David Blaine. David
Copperfield, I used to watch them.
I was inspired by people who were not
magicians per se, but I think they are
very magical. I was a big fan of Michael
Jackson. I love the way he structured his
performances and gets to a moment of
astonishment even if it’s just throwing a
moonwalk. It’s the delivery. I’m inspired
by great performers. And they influence
a lot of the ways I do my magic. Great
performers can transcend across genres.
I like to see myself as a risk taker. I do.
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DOING A TRICK
OVER AND OVER
Drill your sleights until you
no longer need to think
about them, says Bones

It’s good to take calculated
risks.
Combining street dance and
magic is so unique. How did
that come about?
I used to dance as a hobby
with my friends in parks.
Eventually it evolved to
dancing on the streets to earn
a living. It naturally happened.
We danced, we’d put out a
hat, people would put money
into it. It evolved into street
shows. I was around 17 years
old, at college.
Magic was always a hobby I’d
done since I was 10. A serious
hobby. I did practice quite a
bit.
I just started messing around

when waiting around for
a street show to begin. I’d
get out a packet of cards,
joke around. I’d do back
palms. Magic started being
incorporated into the dance
set. Over time I started
merging some ideas together.
Does dance help the magic?

Dancing helps with timing
with magic. Especially if you
do manipulations. If you work
as a professional magician,
it’s all about choreography.
Timing. When you’re doing
a top palm or a double lift, or
card to wallet, it’s all about
timing. It’s this feeling of
motion, as you say your

“My method is
actually quite
simple. I knew I was
on to something
quite unique to me.“

speech, so you time it in a
certain way. Dancing does
help that because it teaches
timing and motion.
How long does it take to learn
to backflip?
If you’re fairly confident with a
good physique, most people
could go to the park and
throw themselves over. To get
good technique needs a lot
of practice. It took me about
a month.
I suspect I’ll never be able to
do it. How did you come up
with the backflip card stab?
I was messing around and
originally had the idea where
I’d catch the card in a cap.
And I was backflipping with
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the cap - and it was a change cap - with
a thought-of card that was forced inside.
It just didn’t really have the impact. I was
telling my friends about it. Then one day
I was in Southbank downstairs, and I
just threw some cards in the air and as
I landed with the card in my hand they
said: Did you just do a backflip and catch
that card? Literally everyone stopped.
At that moment I knew that I had my
method. All the other stuff I was trying
to make it super clean wasn’t necessary.
My method is actually quite simple.

like things to be quite visual. I like visual
pictures that you can make. Even if
there’s no narrative you just see a picture
of someone spinning through the air,
cards flying. It just makes a nice picture.
How was Britain’s Got Talent and moving
to bigger illusions?
That was such a learning curve for me.
The transition of learning how to use
bigger props made me appreciate even
more why storytelling is really important.
If I was just to wheel out a box without

“It’s about preparation
and taking risks”

winning. Of course I’d have liked to.
I noticed you gave Ashley Banjo a cheeky
wink at the end of BGT. Why?
I’d love to colab with him because he’s
won the show, he’s had a successful
career as a dancer. It would be great.
What advice for young magicians to be
as big and successful as you?
Read stories. Get images in your head
that are unique to you.
Get your sleights learnt. You don’t want
to be thinking about that stuff when
you’re performing. I drilled those when I
was young and now I don’t think about
them. Drill it and drill it.
Don’t rely too heavily on gimmicks. You
can come unstuck.
Drill your fundamentals and read.
How supportive were your parents?

a narrative it wouldn’t have the same
impact. Or if I just went in a box and
disappeared, I wouldn’t care and I’m sure
most people wouldn’t care. It’s art, you’re
telling the story. People are buying that .

I knew I was on to something quite
unique to me.
Is that how you develop your magic
generally?
I usually sit down and write things in my
phone or notebook.
I

BONES’ 3 FAV...
Magicians
David Blaine
Penn and Teller
Derren Brown

Moves
Pass
Top Palm
Top Change

Tricks
Coins Across
Ambitious Card
Backflip card stab

One movie that really demonstrates that
is Prestige because we really care about
the box illusion in Prestige.
Zapping your girlfriend from Canada
to onstage was great storytelling. Your
idea?
Yes, that was my idea. When I was doing
the semis Russ Stevens suggested the
illusion but at the time I wasn’t keen on
it. Where’s the narrative? But it was only
when I did more reading and I found out
about Henry Box Brown being separated
from his wife and kids and that’s what
gave him the impetus to escape from
slavery. That pushed me to think, Well
I haven’t seen my missus for so long, it
makes sense to do this illusion.
You should have won. How do you feel?
LAUGHS. It’s a show designed for BGT
fans. People don’t watch it like they used
to watch it. Most don’t watch it live, so
don’t vote. Everyone who made the final
of BGT is a winner, because you get the
exposure that you need. There’s only
one prize. And a £250,000 prize would
have been great but it’s more about
the exposure - YouTube, Facebook, the
press. It’s not the end of the world not

My parents were academic so they
weren’t too keen on me going down
that route and becoming a magician.
Because I was quite disciplined and did
maths I learnt about research and learnt
the discipline to learn an effect. My dad
made me understand the benefits of
research and discipline. So I applied that
to magic and dance and stuff.
My father passed away three years ago.
But my mum saw me in BGT and loved it.
Would you be happy if your child became
a magician?
Why not? If that’s what he wanted to
do, I’d be more than happy. It’s a great
career. I’m a magician, so why not. He
can do whatever he wants. A dancer, a
scientist, an accountant. Do what you’re
passionate about and do it well.
How do we increase diversity in magic?
There are a lot of things I’m finding
out about that I just wasn’t aware of. I
didn’t know about Ellen Armstrong, for
example. She was a magician from the
1900s. The first African American to
have her own tour, which was kind of
unheard of in those times, especially for
a woman of colour. That will inspire the
next generation of female magicians.
The more we can tell stories, write
articles, appear on BGT, you will see new
narratives.
What’s next for Magical Bones?
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FROM STREET
TO STAGE
I’m doing a 25-date UK tour,
then go to Edinburgh for a
second time. That’s a big step,
another chapter in my career.
And I’m working on some
potential TV projects. I’m
excited about that.
My journey has just begun.
I’ve been around for a while
but never really had the
exposure. But now I want to
jump at that opportunity and
go to the next level. People
are in for a treat. So many
more exciting ideas to come.
You’re 38. Was luck or
determination the key to your
success?
I think it’s both. It’s about
preparation and taking
risks. They say luck is
when opportunity meets
preparation, so make sure
you’re very prepared and
the opportunities are always
there. There are always doors
open. Sometimes you’re not
prepared and not ready to
walk into those doors. So
make sure you’re always
prepared. Eventually, if you
really believe in yourself, you
will get an opportunity and
you’ll take it.
It’s more than just luck.

TAKE
OUT
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Magical Bones started as a
busker and progressed to
big stage illusions.
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TRICKS

INNER

ORIGAMI

A delicious bill change from American Jeff
Prace. Fiddly to make but great to watch.
Plus see the link to his video tutorial as well.
“THAT’S HOW I’D WANT to do a
bill switch!” exclaimed Paul Harris
after viewing a webcam clip of the
basic technique for this trick. He
suggested the title, “The Bill Change
of Happiness.” It is an undetectable
bill change that is best motivated
when the visible change is distanced
from the execution. At its core, it is a
utility; I am sharing a unique use in
this column with additional ideas at
the end.

Effect

1

When designing new tricks you
should identify and evaluate the
trade offs between various methods.
This step seems straightforward, but
it is often difficult to dispassionately
evaluate original work. As a simple
exercise, consider the many
compromises when performing Bill
in Lemon with a signed note versus
with a torn “receipt.”
There is a glaring compromise
within the upcoming change—it
must be performed atop a stack of
bills. This ostensibly reduces the
amount of potential routines, but it
is a give-and-take; there are several
benefits not offered by other bill
changes. For instance, the bill only
has to be folded once, and it does
not require cover due to the strong
retention of vision. Recognising
and accepting these tradeoffs is
necessary when constructing good
magic, and I believe “Inner Origami”
is a proper example.

2

Besides magic, you practice a subset of
origami known as “inner origami”—all
folding occurs inside a second, larger
piece of paper. It is easier shown than
described: you retrieve a sweet wrapper
from your wallet and borrow a dollar bill
[Ed: use a fake receipt cut to size]. The
small wrapper is encased inside the
folded bill, and you methodically crease
the note back and forth. It is peculiar, but
you assure the audience that you are an
experienced practitioner of this vintage
craft. You open the dollar to reveal the
wrapper has been folded into a beautiful
butterfly.
But as much as you admire inner
origami, magic is your true calling. So
saying, you replace the butterfly into the
bill and continue folding. The participant
opens the bill, and the butterfly has
become imprinted on the paper fibers,
resulting in an incredible memento.

Setup
Acquire three crisp $5 bills, one $1 bill,
and three neodymium magnets. My
preferred magnets are 15 millimetres
in diameter and one-half millimetre
thick, with an N50 grade (fig.1). As an
alternative to $5 bills, you can use a fake
receipt cut to the same size; this is the
same solution for international currency.

3

Fold two of the $5 bills slightly off-center
in opposite orientations (fig.2). Use
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rubber cement to adhere the two bills
in a ‘T’ formation with the larger halves
of the bills forming the centre flap.
The third $5 bill is glued to the back,
covering the visible seam between the
two other bills. Hide the neodymium
magnets inside the gimmicked packet
following the placement displayed in
figure 3. Note that the magnets are
positioned between the bill layers, not
outside as shown.
Learn to fold a Starburst sweet
wrapper into an origami butterfly
[These instructions are at the back of
the magazine]. This is undeniably the
hardest stage of the preparation.

fourth layer. Fold the quartet as one unit,
apparently encasing the candy wrapper
in the $1 bill (figs.9 and 10).
The magnets clamp the extra bill and
candy wrapper, keeping them obscured.
The $1 bills are now swapped, and the
origami butterfly is encased. Slide off
the folded bill, discard the other notes,
and demonstrate the faux techniques of

4

Scan the origami butterfly and print it
near one of the short edges of the $1
bill (fig.4). Use an inkjet printer for the
best results.
Fold the special $1 bill, again marginally
off-center; the printed butterfly sits
on the shorter half (fig.5). Insert the
origami butterfly into the folded $1 bill,
and then place the $1 bill inside of the
$5 bill gimmick—refer to the illustration
for the correct alignment (fig.6).
Magnets securely clench all the pieces
together, and they can be handled
casually without concern. To complete
the setup, add the bill package to a
few other high-denomination bills
($20 bills, for example), along with an
unprepared Starburst sweet wrapper
that matches the origami flavour. Store
the prepared stack of bills in your
wallet or pocket.

5

9

6

10

Performance
Share your second favourite hobby:
inner origami. Remove the bundle of
prepared bills and sweet wrapper from
your wallet. Retrieve all objects as one
set to help justify the approaching
change. Hold the bills in dealing
position, the gimmicked $5 bill on top
of the stack. The concealed $1 bill is
closest to the audience. Admit that the
process is easiest with a $1 bill. Spread
the bills to show there are no singles
(fig.7).

7

11

8

12

Borrow a $1 bill and add it to the top of
the pile. Place the candy wrapper on
top of the borrowed note (fig.8).
Here comes the invisible change. Your
opposite hand grabs the edge of the
bills nearest the audience, covertly
grasping the top four layers of the
packet. Due to the asymmetrical fold
of the $1 bill, you can easily locate the

“inner origami” (fig.11). Be careful not to
expose the printed ink on the back of the
$1 bill. After sufficient acting, reveal the
origami butterfly. This is a fantasy-like
exhibition of dexterity that is amazing
and fairly believable.
Fold the bill in half again, now with the
printed butterfly on the inside. Spread
the halves of the bill and pretend to place
the butterfly inside the fold. Secretly hide
the butterfly beneath the note (fig.12).
Mimic the procedures from the previous
origami demonstration. Open the bill to
uncover the magical finish—the butterfly
is now impressed on the bill! Palm the
wrapper as you return the money to the
kind audience member.
Watch a video tutorial at https://youtu.
be/oemdqdE0fQY

YM See the video tutorial
plainsightmagic.com/pages/tutorials

FOR
REAL!
English stage magician John
Nevil Maskelyne invented the
first modern pay toilet in the late
19th century. It cost a penny to
go to the loo, thus coining the
phrase,“to spend a penny”.
ACTION: Jot your ideas
down. Who knows what
you’ll invent.

MYTH OF MAGIC
Anthony Darkstone on being more than a trickster

The answers largely depend on the
artist and their relationship with the
audience. A magician that doesn’t have
an audience is deluding himself.

does not happen in magic. Every time we
perform an effect we, whether we like it
or not, represent the art and immediately
become its ambassadors. We have been
entrusted with secrets, we have been
entrusted with providing astonishment.
That involves the giving and receiving
of emotions. Therefore, it becomes our
responsibility to respect that trust and
convey in some meaningful way, to a
greater or lesser degree, the passion and
love we have for magic.

It truly matters not if it is walkaround, close-up, parlour, stage,
TV or street magic, the magic
must be communicated. There are
many elements that make up that
communication. Visual, kinesics, gender,
age, music, script and of course, effects.

It is that interplay and relationship, albeit
momentarily, that makes the myth real.
Without conveying our personal passion
all we become is mere tricksters. That is
fine if that is all you wish to be; however,
if you wish to be a magician then the
love for the art must be transmitted.

Is magic a myth? Magic is real
depending on who is performing it and
why. There are mere tricksters and then
there are performance artists who create
magic. A good friend of mine, Eugene
Burger, often posed the question, “What
do you want your magic to be?”

One of the truly great names in magic,
Dai Vernon, understood that and almost
never performed for lay people. His main
purpose was the instruction of technical
detail to all magicians who were willing
to learn.
So, is the task to fool people or to
entertain them? The Penn & Teller Fool
Us Show is not intended for magicians
but lay-people. The title is somewhat of a
misnomer and does nothing to advance
the true perception of magic – fooling
people is not magic. The purpose of the
show and its title is for TV ratings.
What does that have to do with myth?
Well everything, as all cultures and
societies both past and present have
their healers, their medicine men, their
shamans, their sorcerers. Therefore all
groups and tribes seek mystery and
astonishment.
All of this is from where the
entertainment art evolved. Women were
ancient priestesses and indeed keepers
at The Temple of Delphi. Dedi in Ancient
Egypt using a complex system of pulleys,
sandbags and back stage assistants
caused temple doors to mysteriously
open and close. David Copperfield, with
the help from John Gaughan, duplicated
the flying of Icarus . Myth matters.

When Prince Charles sat his exam at The
Magic Circle he performed a variation of
cups & balls. The cups & balls dates back
to Ancient Egypt and is shrouded in
myth. There are a few magicians left who
still perform them with live chicks.
So how does this incorporation of myth
fit into our performances? There are
books, DVDs, YouTube, etc. but the true
art is in the instruction of the myth – a
mentor. A true mentor will encourage
the student to seek within and bring out
the undiscovered skill and thus help
the student to embark on a journey
of discovery – in other words, explore
the myth within. Even the legendary
Merlin had a mentor. This was how the
instruction was passed down.
Every single one of you reading this is
most fortunate that the YMC exists and
that its sole purpose is to nurture and
pass down the instruction in all areas
of magic and not just how something
is done. The secret to all good magic is
in being an eager student and a deep
desire to acquire knowledge. To revel in
the myth.
As magicians we have several
disadvantages as performance artists. If
one is a musician, singer, dancer, etc. the
audience is forgiving if we are not very
good or even if we make mistakes. That

Stop reading for moment, close your
eyes and remember how you felt when
you were a young child of 5 or 6 looking
at a Christmas tree with presents
underneath and how eagerly you
awaited Santa Claus. Recall your joy?
This is precisely what you want your
magic to convey.
Your cards, props and everything else
is real, they are tangible. Anyone can
obtain those; what no one else can
obtain is you using them to create
the intangible – the wonder, the
astonishment and the powerful element
of joy that you provide. It is how you
bring the myth alive. It is how you keep
the myth alive.

“We have been
entrusted
with providing
astonishment”
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CAME, SAW &
CONQUERED

Kevin’s column

Paul Daniels (left), David
Copperfield (right) and
originator PT Selbit
(bottom right)

A TALE OF

TWO HALVES
And so the lockdown goes on!
With no school again you probably have a lot of spare time.
I hope you are using it wisely. I was talking (on Zoom)
to a group of friends this morning and we got on to what
advantages they had experienced over the last doom-ridden
10 months. There is so much negative feeling that it is good to
focus on some positives.
One of them (who is elderly so currently does not leave her
house at all) said she feels so well. This is the first winter for
years that she has not had a chest infection or flu. Another
said they had saved so much money by not going on holidays
that they have been able to have their bedroom completely
redecorated and refurnished and it looks fantastic. A third said
that they had got to know the other people who live in the same
road as them (where they have been for more than 50 years!).

If you put your mind to it, there is so much positive energy you
can get out of almost any situation.
Another lockdown benefit has been the huge use of computers
and the internet. Whether Zoom, Facebook, YouTube, TikTok
or whatever, there have been some great new and inventive
opportunities.
Our own workshops via Zoom (and the very special J-Day)
have meant that we have been able to welcome to our events
members from Scotland, Wales and Ireland – even Spain,
USA and Australia! Once we return to our face-to-face events
at our London headquarters, we must find a way of keeping
those far-flung members involved in addition to this wonderful
magazine.
The Magic Circle have also been innovative with use of online
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events. They, too, have been offering
Zoom lectures, but have also launched
TMC TV – a regular suite of tv shows
produced exclusively for members of
The Magic Circle. There has been some
really good content. Plus, for the public,
two really excellent events presented via
Facebook. The first, a few months ago,
was called The Magic Circle Unlocked
and more recently, in mid-January, a
four-and-a-half hour celebration of the
100th Anniversary of the invention of the
Sawing A Lady In Half illusion. I sent you
all an email and made a posting on our
Facebook page promoting the event to
you and I hope many of you were able to
join. It really was a fantastic event.
Mike Caveney from USA gave a detailed
and fascinating history of the trick and
we heard about a political slant from
Naomi Paxton. We had a charming
interview with Debbie Magee (who, as
assistant to Paul Daniels, has probably
been the “victim” of more different
illusions than anybody in the world) and
saw the macabre presentation of this
classic by Simon Drake. We learned
about Robert Harbin’s different versions
including the ZigZag Girl, saw a great

Tommy Cooper gag and finished off with
a live interview with David Copperfield
about his famous Death Saw cutting
through. The interview was conducted
by ex-YMC member Richard Young, who
is usually the interviewer at our J-Days.
Noel Britten, the President of The Magic

Circle and YMC who co-hosted the entire
event, agreed to present a half-hour
precis of the event to our members at our
January workshop the following week.
It is unlikely we would have had the
opportunity to experience this event if it
were not for the dreaded covid-19 so we
can take pleasure in that huge benefit to
come out of the lockdown.
I do hope that many of you were there
with me. Whatever hobby you do,
learning some of its history is important.
But it is particularly important for us;
every new trick which comes along has
been built in some way on top of the
inventions of previous wonderful brains.
Do embrace our history.
Enjoy your magic!
Kevin Doig
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COPPERFIELD’S
LASER CUTTING
Dynamo recalls seeing this incredible illusion live.
And Richard Young interviews the amazing
illusionist superstar David Copperfield.

“A piece of David’s work which made
a big impression on me was The
Laser Cutting. I later found out it was
David’s rendition of a Steve Fearson
illusion which is still one of my all-time
favourites.
I was lucky enough to be at the TV
recording of David’s 2001 TV special at
The Mid-South Coliseum in Memphis.
The moment I saw David do this live
my head exploded! It was definitely a
pivotal moment where I had a newfound
appreciation for magic presented on
stage and to see it performed in the
round like that was so inspiring. I still
have the VHS tapes of David’s best
moments my Grandad bought me
from the merch stand after the show,
however, for me, the best moment was
sitting in that crowd. I’ll never forget it.”
DYNAMO

Richard Young: I can imagine Steve
Fearson’s method for this illusion
impressed you, however please talk
me through how it developed into the
routine we see today, which involves a
laser, two young ladies holding a sheet
and the raised platform that we see you
walk down in two pieces.
David Copperfield: I can’t believe a
young Dynamo was actually sitting in
that audience. Amazing. We are all so
proud of what he has done with his
career. Yes, Steve Fearson brought
this new principle to us. I knew it had
such potential. His presentation was
played for comedy, which wasn’t bad.
But I felt it should be an epic and heroic
illusion instead. I made a deal with

“I’ll never
forget it”

Steve for the rights and worked with my
collaborators Chris Kenner and Homer
Liwag to change the idea into a serious
spectacular illusion.
All of the moves behind the cloth are
Chris and Homer’s work. My contribution
was to put it up on a tall platform, with a
ramp to the stage that would allow me
to march down to the spectators in the
front row after I was split in two.
I also came up with the idea of using a
laser to motivate the cutting, with some
pyro to accent this.
Richard: So much of what we have been
talking about are your own personal
inventions. I imagine over the years
many magicians have presented you
with their own. What effects or ideas
grab your attention?
David: It’s true. I love inventing my own
new methods, I take great pride in having
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WATCH
LASER
CUTTING
tinyurl.com/
Laserillusion

things which are entirely original, which I
can look at and know haven’t been done
before. I also love it when someone else
shares a new idea which I have never
seen or didn’t think of myself.
It is rare that I would purchase
someone’s idea and put it into my show
as is. We will usually use elements but
then add layers and layers onto it.
There are many examples I can give
going back many decades. John Cornelius
presented an appearing mirror ball. I
never did an appearing mirror ball but
that inspired me to do the entire ballroom
scene with Loni Anderson. Years later
Jim Steinmeyer had an idea for a girl on
a blueprint which I purchased. I never did
that effect, but it inspired the erasing a girl
blueprint illusion.
Richard: How was it possible to do The
Laser illusion in the round?
David: If you are careful it is possible. We
spent a great deal of money on lights to
blind people at bad angles during the
right moments. It was a huge challenge
to film this special in the round. It
inspired the way the Now You See Me
movies were shot.
Richard: The Laser Cutting has been
ripped off repeatedly by magicians.
You are probably the most ripped-off
magician in history. How have your
feelings changed towards this careerlong problem over the years?
David: The world has changed a lot.

“I focus on
moving
forward”
Today people can watch my old work
online, screen grab, take out measuring
devices and attempt to duplicate. With
this particular piece I was copied by
a magician named Andy Gross who
got millions of YouTube views with his
copy. He even got booked on the Ellen
DeGeneres show as a result. I bought
the rights for this and my whole team
worked really hard on it for months.
Gross just took it without my permission
and got booked on a major network
show. I called the Ellen producers and
told them I had the exclusive rights and
that my team and I had spent months
changing and perfecting it. To underline
my point, I compared it to all the times
Ellen herself had comedy material
stolen. They apologised but it was too
late. You can’t put the toothpaste back in
the tube. How can a guy like Andy Gross
possibly think it’s okay just to take it?
How is that okay? I try not to get too
hung up on this kind of behaviour and
instead focus on moving forward.
A sad consequence of succeeding
with a new approach to magic is that
it demonstrates that there is a market
for it. Most of my current show has not

been broadcast on television. This is
intentional. The result is it has been
copied far less. That being said, I am told
there is a guy in Spain who has copied
much of my current material. Apparently,
he has sat in my audience at the
Vegas theatre many times. He’s copied
Dinosaurs, wristband effects, teleporting
around the world and more. A lot of my
Spanish magician friends have told me
they are upset with him for this.
He’s a big success in Spain, benefitting
from the hard work of my team and I.
Richard: There is some precision work
going on in this piece with the ladies
holding the cloth and also the spotlight
operator. This effect looks like it relies
heavily on their accuracy. Because of the
length of your career and breadth of your
work there must have been nights when
you had embarrassing moments due to a
crew member getting something wrong.
How does David Copperfield deal with
that and has it changed over the years?
David: Very differently today for sure!
You simply can’t yell at people anymore.
As a teen I looked up to Richiardi, there
were stories that when things went
wrong he threw equipment around
and male stage assistants ended up
with black eyes. Thank God I didn’t hit
anybody, but I’m sure I said some harsh
things to people. As a teen I mistakenly
believed it was the right way to handle
things. Today I act more disappointed
and try to do everything I can to make
sure the mistakes don’t happen again.
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TRICKS

PENSATION
How to tell different coloured pens by
magic alone! Ian Adair shares this brilliantly
simple and effective technique using props
that will cost only £1. Yup, £1. Bargain.

Three BIC ballpoint pens rest on a table
surface, each containing a different
coloured ink – red, blue and green. The
pens can be handled and examined by
any spectators who may wish to do so.

revealing the colour.

The performer turns his back on his
audience whilst one spectator takes
charge and, after mixing the pens,
thrusts them into his awaiting cupped
hands which are behind his back. With
one hand resting on his forehead, he
uses the other to remove each pen
from behind his back, at the same time

Poundland sells packs of four BIC
‘Crystal’ ballpoint pens that contain
different coloured inks. Only three pens
are used in this effect - red, blue and
green - so discard the one which has
the black ink. These pens are hexagon
shaped (six flat sides), which enables us
to accomplish the effect.

REQUIREMENTS

When you examine the pens further, you
will notice that all three look identical
except for their caps which display a
different coloured clip. Also, when the
cap is removed, the pointed nib inside
displays a matching colour.
Most important is that all three pens
have slightly raised engraved trademarks
imprints printed along their sides.
You also need one piece of card or paper.
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The beauty of this effect is that no initial
set-up is required. The pens can be
clipped onto the top edge of your inside
jacket pocket or, if wished, inside your
close-up case.

can locate its colour.

WORKING AND
PRESENTATION

If your nail runs down and quickly finds
the raised trademark is not there, it’s
either on one side or the other. A quick
move of the nail to the right will find the
trade mark, which means it’s the BLUE
pen, and to the LEFT, it’s the green one.
You only need to locate two colours – the
last one will obviously be the last one you
want to locate.

The three pens are displayed and you
point to the different coloured clips,
naming the colours, saying: “These reveal
the different coloured inks.” To prove this
point, you remove the caps individually
from each pen, and scribble the colour of
the inks on the piece of paper.
You now replace the appropriate caps, but
in an particular way.
Start with the red pen. Snap on the cap
so the clip points down to
the raised trademark
imprint.
In replacing the green
cap, snap it on so the
green clip points to the
blank side next to the
raised imprint – to the
LEFT.
The blue pen’s cap should
point to the blank side next
to the raised imprint – to
the RIGHT. I can assure
you, if you do this briskly,
the audience will not think
anything suspicious is
taking place.
Leave the pens on the table
and ask a spectator to take
charge of them. Turn your back
on your audience, at the same
time your cupped hands should
be behind your back and in full
view.
Ask
the spectator to mix the pens
and then request that these should be
gathered together and placed into your
cupped hands. Now swing around and
face your audience.
It’s a fairly easy matter to distinguish
each coloured pen by feel alone, and this
is done single-handed.
With the pens in your hands, behind your
back, simply use your right thumb nail,
which should be positioned under the
pointed area of the clip.
If you run your nail downwards on any
one of the pens from this position, you

If the nail runs down and scrapes against
and along the raised trademarks, you will
immediately know this is the RED pen

Each time you locate one of the coloured
pens, throw it on to the table.
When all three are on view, casually
remove their caps to show the nib ends
match the colours. Replace the caps, this
time making sure the clips on each point
downwards onto the raised trademarks,
so they all look the same.
The pens can be left on the table for
spectators to handle.

Ed’s note
I love this for its simplicity, but also
because it opens up so many possibilities.
Feeling brave? Why not add the fourth
pen and turn the cap on the fourth pen to
the opposite side to the raised logo.
Or perhaps do a tech-free version of a
colouring-in prediction.
Put two pens in each hand behind your
back, they pick a hand. Take those pens,
one in each hand, and they select a
colour.
As you hand it to them, you find out what
colour it is by feel, then tell them to colour
in a part of a picture that matches your
prediction.
Repeat for all four pens.
Just a thought. And I’ve no doubt you’ll
have better ones. Enjoy.
And thanks again to Ian Adair for
contributing to Secrets. He is a legend in
the magic world and it’s wonderful he is
still bursting with ideas and sharing them
so generously.

TRICKS

WORD TEST
Chris Wardle shows how to predict a
freely-chosen word.

A BELTER FROM
J-DAY 2020
Chris showed this trick at
last year’s convention, but
here it is with all the details
and the full list of words
to use.

Here is an effect that I presented as
part of my lecture at the virtual J-Day in
October 2020. For those of you unable
to join in, I hope you like it and for those
of you who saw me, hopefully this will
refresh your memory. This works very
well via Zoom, Skype, etc., as well as ‘in
person’.

A spectator is offered a long, laminated
card, the length of a piece of A4
paper. Down this card is printed a
list of everyday words. The performer
states that they wish to test his
premonition and see if the spectator is
subconsciously drawn to the image that
is placed in the envelope.

This is a kind of slim-line book test for
close-up, in that there is just a long list of
words rather than a whole book (or set
of books) to carry around. It is clean and
has proven itself to be a real baffler.

The spectator is given a dry-wipe
erasable pen and asked to let their mind
wander. They are to glance up and down
the list freely and then to stop on any
word, crossing it through with a diagonal
line. The spectator does so. The word
chosen is read out by the spectator.
It is, for example, ‘Clock’. This was a
completely free choice. Opening the
envelope, the performer reveals a piece
of card and nothing else. Drawn on the
card is a sketch of a clock!

The performer displays a postcard-sized
envelope, commenting that inside is
a sketch of an image they received in
their mind earlier that day as a kind of
prediction. The envelope is clipped to the
performer’s lapel or perched on top of a
glass, so that it is in view.

⦁

Elephant

⦁

World

⦁

Umbrella

⦁

Clock

⦁

Banana                                                               

⦁

Earth

⦁

Television

⦁

Twelve

⦁

Roller-skate

⦁

America

⦁

Cabbage

⦁

Alarm

⦁

Dustbin                           

⦁

Globe

⦁

Fireplace

⦁

Noon

⦁

Sausage

⦁

Planet

⦁

Hippopotamus           

⦁

Time

⦁

Icicle   

WORKING

PICTURE: Dana Lynn Pleasant

This is an adaptation of the Svengali card principle
(attributed to Burling Hull) or 101 force and the use of
synonyms or related words. I have explored such a
combination of principles in my booklet Beyond Svengali
published by Paul Hallas, but I have never used it to this
extent before. The result is a seemingly innocent list,
yet you have complete control over the outcome. (The
prediction sketch you reveal could look similar to the
images above.)
On the facing page is the list of words. Remember, you
now know what you are looking for – the spectators do
not!
The series of 21 words appears totally random, but there
are two forces hidden in the list.
On the prediction card (which is double-sided), I have
an image of an old-fashioned alarm clock, with a bell on
the top and both hands pointing to the number 12. This
illustration covers the following words: Clock, Time, Alarm,
Noon and Twelve.
On the other side of the card, I have an image of one side
of the Earth, with North and South America prominent in
the centre of the globe. This covers the following words:
World, Earth, America, Globe and Planet.
As all these words alternate between other random words,
the force words are completely disguised.
If the spectator stops and puts a diagonal line through
a force word, then stop there and reveal the appropriate
side of your prediction. If, however, he stops and marks a
non-force word, then you say that he has ‘marked a point’
on this list by ‘crossing out’ one word. This patter stresses
that this is not the final choice.
You now ask the spectator to read out the words
immediately above and below the word that they have
crossed out. (This emphasises to your audience that the
words are all different.)
Next, you ask them to circle either word as their choice.
This means that you lead them to a force word very
cleanly and everything appears genuine.
Asking the spectator to use a diagonal line at the start
ensures that they can still read the word if they cross
through a force word, as this is then their selection.
The reason for having a sketch, photo or image of the
globe and the alarm clock is because it is meant to
represent a ‘mental image’ that you have received. Also,
the images match with whatever word is chosen, allowing
you to emphasise the parts of the image which match
with the word.
For example, if the words ‘Twelve’ or ‘Noon’ are chosen,
you can stress that both hands point to 12 on the alarm
clock!

I’VE just seen a wonderful lecture by Carisa Hendrix, who
performs character comedy magic, turning optical illusions
into striking cinematic magic.
She uses Zoom to her advantage. For example, the fixed
camera angle allows her to pull off tricks and illusions that
wouldn’t be possible with a spaced-out audience.
Her background is in theatre, and it shows. Brilliant scripting
and acting. Story arcs run through her performances and the
effects are cleverly woven together. Definitely one to watch.

LUKE
WHO’S
BACK!
Ex YMC hotshots Harry
De Cruz (left) and Luke
Oseland (right) bring star
quality to the YMC FB page

What’s new on the
Young Magicians
Club Facebook page
It’s great to see so many of
you using the new beefed up
Facebook page.
It’s well worth checking out.
We’ve had links to:
Free magic books
Free magic lectures

Plus all the other great content
from before, including

Get stuck in and share your
favourite magic links.

Trick tutorials,

Spotted any great tutorials?

Lectures,

Seen a great act we should
see?

Q&A sessions and
Never-before-seen clips from
previous J-Days,.

Found a magic freebie we could
all benefit from?
Visit the page and post your
links.

Member performance videos.

Or just chat about Kevin’s
singing at the last workshop!
CHECK IT OUT NOW
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MAGIC REVIEWS

REVIEWS
TABLE’S turned. This time it’s not Joshua
writing the reviews... I get to review Joshua’s new trick. Amazing. Plus YMC’s Ben
Lane recommends a fav book to read.
Fancy writing a review? Please send to
editor@youngmagiciansclub.co.uk.

A Card Merely Thought Of II
by Molim El Barch (£12.50)
Reviewed by William Spencer

A spectator takes their own pack of
cards, looks at one, and you are able to
read their mind. Simples.
Sound too good to be true? Well, there’s
obviously some fishing going on.
The methods are both low- and high-tech
and both brilliantly ingenious.
This is Molim’s second version of this
trick. And I really look forward to learning
more from this clever thinker.

Psyder by Joshua Grist (£8.40)

He uses this principle to teach three
effects: Naming three thought-of cards in
an imaginary tossed-out deck. Pinpointing someone’s star sign. And revealing
the name of a spectator, what type of
pet someone first had and their favourite
book.
It’s cunning and clever and, frankly, I
can’t wait until the world wakes up post
Covid so I can test this out in front of live
audiences.
I’m amazed at the talent in YMC.And
look forward to future releases from this
young and super-smart mentalist.

Reviewed by William Spencer

Street Magic by Paul Zenon
Reviewed by Ben Lane

Zoom mindreading is all the rage, and
this direct way to guess a card or two
over the internet is a great tool.
It’s a download and the production values aren’t great, but don’t be put off. You
are buying the secret and that’s the most
important thing. He gives two versions:
one over Zoom, the other face to face.

It makes me so proud to see YMC
member Joshua Grist releasing his own
mentalism downloads. So young, so
talented. So what is it?
Psyder is a technique for revealing
intimate knowledge about spectators at
larger live shows.

I found this book great for me
because, at the time, I was a
beginner. Anybody starting out
in magic should get this book.
With simple tricks getting
progressively harder, it was
a great way for me to learn
tricks. However, it is best for
beginners. If you consider yourself to
be very good at magic, I would say don’t
get this, but for anyone who is just starting out, and has no idea what sources to
go to, I would definitely recommend this.

WORKSHOP CALENDAR 2021
At present, we don’t know how long we
will be continuing our workshops online
via Zoom or when we will be able to
return to live events at The Magic Circle
Headquarters.
Whichever it is, it is hoped the dates will
not change so these are the dates for
2021, which you can now note in your
diaries.
Although these dates state whether
or not there is an Ali Bongo Show in
the evening, these shows only apply if
meetings are at the HQ, not if they are
online Zoom meetings.

Show in the evening)
Saturday 19th June 2021 (currently no
A.B. Show)
Saturday 27th February 2021
(The February meeting is normally our
annual auction but we will not have this
until we can meet in our HQ.)
Saturday 20th March 2021 (Plus Ali
Bongo Show in the evening if at HQ)
Saturday 17th April 2021 (currently no
A.B. Show)
Saturday 15th May 2021 (Plus Ali Bongo

Saturday 17th July 2021 (Plus Ali Bongo
Show in the evening)
Saturday 18th September 2021 J-Day
auditions. (Plus Ali Bongo Show in the
evening)
Sunday 24th October 2021 J-Day.
Saturday 20th November 2021 Mentors Day. (Plus Ali Bongo Show in the
evening)
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GAMES

SPOT THE
DIFFERENCE

It’s been 100 years since PT Selbit first performed the sawing through illusion. I was trying to find
a poster for this spot the difference that didn’t make me squeamish. Here’s one. Enjoy. But can
you find all the differences between the two versions?

Your magazine
needs you!
Who do you want to see
interviewed in Secrets?

in our new Member
Spotlight column?

What types of tricks and
moves do you want to learn?

Email editor@
youngmagiciansclub.
co.uk

Do you want to be featured

FOR REAL!
Lennart Green was so good at card
magic - despite appearing hilariously
clumsy - he was disqualified from the
1988 FISM competition. Judges could
not work out how he did his tricks and
assumed he had cheated.
In 1991 he returned and proved
them wrong, winning first
place. Watch him on YouTube. He’s so funny.
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GAMES

CROSSWIZARD

TRICKS

